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This presentation summarizes findings 
from the Marshall Fire Field Report by:



Site Analysis

Fire modelling experts visited 3 sites to 
collect observational data on how the 
Marshall fire propagated

Home owners gave permission to examine 
the sites
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Site 1
2011 Emerson Ln, Superior

● 6 structures destroyed
● Interviewed homeowner and neighbors whose 

home survived

● Reviewed video from Ring door camera on the 
neighboring property, with permission
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Combustible fences
2011 Emerson Ln, Superior

● Ring camera video showed that a fence attached 
to the home ignited, and the fence carried the 
fire to the home

● Neighbor said “A cup of water at the right time 
could have saved all those 4  homes,” referring to 
the opportunity to stop the initial fire from 
travelling past the fence

● A resident says that he saved a friend’s home by 
putting out fire in yard and detaching fences 
from homes by breaking them 
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Building materials
2011 Emerson Ln, Superior

● Burnt home did not have tempered glass. 
Windows shattered and brought embers in

● Home that survived had triple pane tempered 
windows, two panes melted but one survived and 
prevented embers coming in

● Siding material was the same between burnt and 
surviving homes
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Embers
2011 Emerson Ln, Superior

● Two separated structures were likely started by 
embers

● Fire moved from first home (which caught 

embers) to another
● Homes spaced 14 feet apart. Fire moved from 

one home to the next, like a domino effect
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Site 2
Discovery Park, Superior

● New construction, completed in 2021

● Fairly fire resistant neighborhood

● Exterior is  stone / masonry
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Causes
Discovery Park, Superior

● Cause not fully determined
● Not all windows were tempered
● Most likely cause of burn was embers entering 

through shattered non-tempered glass
● Surviving home had double paned windows.  One 

pane held its structure through the fire. The 
other pane melted.

shattered

Inside heat damage Stone expanded from heat
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Site 3
Sagamore Subdivision, Superior

● Entire subdivision lost 
● One of the densest neighborhoods
● Average distance between structures was only 7 

feet
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Observations
Sagamore Subdivision, Superior

● Fire burned very hot
● Windows and car melted
● Ignited grasses did not form a wall of fire

● Home ignition likely caused by fire traveling 
across a combustible fence or embers to a single 
structure

● Fire moved from one structure to another
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Observations
Sagamore Subdivision, Superior

● This photo shows that some combustible 
materials survived. You can see unburned fence 
on western edge next to grasses (on the upper 

right side of the photo.)
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Summary
● Combustible fences attached to a home can bring fire 

directly to the structure

● Tempered multi-pane windows and non-combustible 

siding reduce ignition from embers

● Building density impacts the number of structures burned

● Important to have a fire safe perimeter around each home 

to reduce the risk of ignition 
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About this information
This presentation summarizes observations by fire modelling 

experts at CoreLogic and the nonprofit Insurance Institute for 

Business and Home safety, based on site visits to the Marshall 

Fire burn areas in January 2022. 
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